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and seine wind-twisted pines. There was a Channel Prospect
with a better view of the sea but rather windy and an Empire
Prospect with no particular outlook; there was Brighthampton
Prospect and St Andrews Prospect looking out on the links."
All the houses were as alike as pigs in a litter, but by the most
sedulous exertions any exact repetition had been avoided.
In only one instance had that directors imagination gone
a little too far ;   he had found a stock of pseudo-Javanese
figures,   plinths   and   gateways,   intended  for  a  still-born
Oriental Cafe" in Brighthampton which had failed to produce
its capital ; the stuff was offered at a knock-out price and he
bought it up. Opportunity rather over-stimulated his imagina-
tion.   He created Celestial Prospect, a name which many
serious people thought either ominous or blasphemous, and
with the idea of giving it a still more oriental flavour he turned
all the little houses aslant, so that they were in echelon instead
of line abreast.   Celestial Prospect never let so well as its
brothers. From the first it seemed to attract the wrong sort of
people, people who brought banjos with them, women who
wore trousers, people who lit up Chinese lanterns at night and
had  moonlight  singsongs,   flitters,   tenants  who  kept the
company's agents alert at the end of every quarter.  One
man painted his Javanese plinths in a most objectionable
manner.  Happily Celestial was a good half mile away from
Morningside, and for the Tewlers, there was no need to go that
way;   it was a mere intermittent nocturnal melodious dis-
respect not nearly so troublesome as the corncrakes beyond the
links.
There was much in common among the tenants of Morning-
side Prospect. They were all living very easily. There were
two types of them. There were two young couples who had
come for the sun and air, one because the husband was
tuberculous and one because the wife was so afflicted. They
had " moans " ; they never revealed what they were, and one
of the Husbands designed tessellated pavements in a geo-
metrical manner that the world had so far failed to appreciate.
The idea of a deep-seated and indefinite illness appealed to
Edward Albert and as soon as he heard of his possible

